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Senate Loan Fund Passed
1% of Budget Set Aside for Students
'l'he Senate also appointed
three students to the Student
Court: John McGriffen, Chief
Justice, Sam Johnson, Associate
Justice, and Charles Pineda,
Associate Justice. ·
Under pld business three bills
were passed. First was an act
allocating $3600 to Native
American Studies, The bill was
introduced by Sen. Regis
Clasuchee.
Loan Fund
Next resolution calling for one
per cent of the ASUNM budget to
be set aside for a student loan
fund was passed. Finally the
Drop·in Center by·laws and
procedures were brought out of
the Steering Committee without
any recommendation and WEir.:
passed by the Senate.
A bill establishing a Student
Activities Board to advise the
office of Student Activity was
brought out of the Steering
Committee, also with no
recommendation and passed. A
similar bill set up a Student Life
Committee to advise the vice
president for student affairs. It
was also brought out of the
Steering Committee and passed by

The ASUNM Senate held its
weekly meeting last night, passing
three bills and appointing seven
persons to vadous positions.
The· first action of the night
came when Ray Hamilton gave
the floor to Fred Chreist,
chairman of the Drop·in Center
Board.
Chreist explained what the
board had done about charges of
mismanagement brought against
the Drop·in Center. He reported
the charges have been gone over
carefully by th·e board and
progress has been made to make
the Drop·in Center function
better.
Drugs
Continuing he said that in
reference to the supposed drug
traffic, Jerry Johnson has denied
ever making the accusation. To
the knowledge of the board and
any . member of the committee
there is no drug traffic, he
reported.
Appointments made by Senate
last night were: David Pitchford,
Committee on the Univetsity,
Roger Ruvolo, Athletic Council,
Jackie Sheehan, Union Board,
Alan Wilson, Public Relations.

the Senate.
Unde:~; new business seven bills
were introduced and sent to
committees for study:
To Committet:s
-An act concerning allocations
to orga..>tizations to Steedng and
Finance;
-A bill allocating $880.80 for
the UNM Duplicating Center to
Finance,
.
-An act allocating $7 00 to
Agora for the purpose of printing
more copies of the booklet
H
Snake and Oil Patent
Medicines," to Steering and
Finance,
~A bill allocating $1500 to
KUNM, to Finance.
-A bill asking for $1507.82 for
tht: Iut~:.t.·FJ.""t"'l'nity Council, to
Steering and Finance,
-An act establishing a Student
Activities Board to advise the
office of Student Activities was
brought out of the Steering
Committee without
recommendation and pa&~ed.
Several bills were brought out
of Steering Committee without
recommendation because· the
committee was not able to obtain
a quorum at their last meeting.

•

Fred Harris

No-Contact Report Disputed
-.

Drop-in Center Refutes Complaint
Drop·in Center Committee meeting, said 1'Michael Sanchez
Chairman Ray Hamilton has been working at Rio Grande
yesterday rebutted a story in the since Sept. 14. He has been doing
Sept. 17 issue of The Lobo in an excellent job with the
which several people said they had students,,
not had. any contact with Drop·in
When The Lobo ran its story
Centers in their areas.
Sept. 17, counselors at, ll.io
Hamilton produced letters from Grande said they had not heard of
the principal and director of the Drop·in Center. The principal
guidance of Rio Grande High eo uld not be reached for
School and the Wotk Experience comment at that time.
Supervisor at Lhi.! Wun.ttm':~ Jub
Gtetchen Woodard, work
Corps, praising the Drop·in
experience supervisor at the
Center,
Women's Job Corps; wrote to
Milton Sanchezt principal of Hamilton saying "I would like to
Rio Grande; wrote HMichael add my voice in support of the
Sanchez (area Drop·in Center activities of the UNM Drop-in
co-ordinator) contacted me Center. I believe that it is one of
regarding a Drop•in Center on the only local organizations which
Sept. 9. Since then he has been has been successful in directmg
here on Sept. 14, 16 and 17 ."
qualified individuals toward
higher academic achievement in
'Excellent'
Guidance Director Elroy securing financial aid for them."
Chave:t, whose letter was also read
Different Story
at the Drop·in Center Board
Last week Women1s Job Corps

Personnel Director Glenna Lee
Gallemore told The Lobo she had
never heard of the Drop·in Center,
but thought it might be a good
idea.
Hamilton also presented a letter
from David Ryther, placement
represeJ:'ltative at the Job Corps.
'~In the past year the Drop·in
Center has ()ounseled and aided at
least 25 people under my
$Upervhdon in their eiiorts ~o
enter a university of their choice,''
he wrote. "The Drop-in Center is
one of the few organizations
which is actually accomplishing
college placements."
While presenting his letters as
evidence against what The Lobo
found, Hamilton said "I dofi't
think it's The Lobo's fault or the
Drop-in's. If the principals don't
communicate with the rest of his
faculty 1 or Ms. Gallemore doesn't
talk to the people down the hall
frotn her, that's their problem."

Guard Trial Verdict No Surprise
Administrators, Student Officials Refuse Comment
Students appMently were not
surprised at the outcome of the
district court trial brought by six
persons alleging they were
bayonetted by National
Guardsmen in a sweep across the
UNM Mall during the Kent State
Strike.
The jury exonerated the
National Guard defendants after
five hours of deliberation Sept.
21. The Guard did not, ruled the
jury, "teach, traitt or authorize
guardsmen to use excessive force
against civilians if lesser amounts
of force failed to accomplish the
Guard's mission.u
'No Comitlent'
Administrators attd many
student officials said~ however,
they were not well enough
informed to make comments.
Ferrel Heady, president of UNM,
said he didn't ' 1 really know
enough about the legal issues
involved.u K.en White and Jack
O'Guinn, president and vice
president of ASUNM, also had no
comment.
Bert fiansert, president of GSA,
said "I feel like I've been
betrayed. I've beert going around
telling people who advocate
change that they rteed to use the
system. Their reply normally is,
'lt won't work- what's the us~?'
My reply is 'Have a little faith and
a tittle patience.' Weli, the courts

in Albuquerque just made a liar
out of me."
Insult

urm insulted," Hansen said, "I
have tnc:>re pride in the system

An appeal in the National
Guatd suit will probably not be
filed.
'' ln my opinion, an appeal
would not be successful," said
Norman Thayer, lawyer for the
plaintiffs in the case.
"The jury did not want to
enforce the law against National
Guardsmen. If we had been in a
more objective forum, and I don't
think there was one, we would
have won. I thought we would be
sure to win; the evidence all
poirtted towards us," he said.
'"l'hose laws that are enforced
are the laws that the people want
enforced and they didn't want to
enforce laws against the National
Guardsmen,'' Thayer said.
.. I think our evidenc:!e proved
the defendertts were guilty as
charged. Clearly1 Bobbie Polson
was guilty. It was an impossible,
predetermined, prejudiced
decision/'

Thursday, September 23, 1971

than to sM it used that way.
Something must be done- I
don»t know what though."
Hansen will present a. resolution

against the verdict to the GSA
Council during their meeting Sept.
28. He does not believe, however,
there will be any strike or other
sqrt of organized student protest.
"The whole spectrum of the
riots in June just served to give
the police practice. It was also
timed right- it's still about the
fourth week when · people still
have hopes of being good
students. People .also just don't
care. It wouldn't be fun to do
sotnething now- it's too cold
outside."
Agree
Jerry Buckner, ASUNM
senator, is one of the few people
The Lobo polled who agrees with
the verdict.
"We didn't need the Guard here
but when they did eome the
students harassed them," he said.
"The military is structured so that
one man cannot take the blame. I
think the verdict was correct. Of
course I don't agree with the
stabbings.''
Joseph Fashing, professor of
sociology, said "I was horrified. tt
appear(:!d to me, at least froM
what I had tead, that all the
evidence clearly pointed out that
the Guard has not only acted
inappropriately but outrageously.
I have often been told that New
Mexico juries decide on something
(pfease turn to page 5)

Senator Fred Harris (D·Okla.)
held a' brief press conference at
the Sunport Wednesday morning
duting a short stop in
Albuquerque. Har.ris said he
intends to announce his candidacy
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Harris Stumps Duke City,
Will Announce Candidacy
Sen. Fred Harris (D·Okla.), stumping the country m
preparation for announcing his candidacy for the 1972
Democratic Presidential nomination, flew into Albuquerque
yesterday for a few brief meetings with students, veterans
anN nttowc::mtton

---

· - - • • .., _ _ _ _ .8j_ ..

"I believe we can put this country back together again,"
said the Senator at the Albuquerque Sunport. "Albuquerque
is a city with blacks, Chicanos, Indians, and whites; and
therefore a good place to start building across racial and age
lines.
''There is too much concentration of political and
economic power in the United States," Harris said. 14His
{Nixon's) economic policy is designed to help the big
corporations and aimed against the working people. It puts a
freeze on wages but not on interest rates."
Unfair Taxes
"The wage earners of this country pay more than their fair
share of taxes/' he continued.
Harris did compliment the President on his intended visit
to Peking.
"It's high time we recognize Peking for the power it is,u he
said.
Harris said if elected he would immediately increase
allocations for health programs.
"It is very necessary to develop some tYPe of national ·
insurance for the poor," said Harris. "They can't afford
medical care at the present costs.u
Harris' main objective in coming to Albuquerque was to
attend a meeting at the Veteran's Hospital.
Help Vets
"We want to improve the situation· of veterans1 especially
the Vietnam veterans. When men !!orne back from the war,
they have to go tlu:ough all sorts of red tape just to get the
benefits they are. entitled to.
Harris spoke to students on the value of young people in
politics.
"Of course the role is much greater now that 18 year olds
get to vote," said Harris.
He said that a distinctiotl should be made between
students and young people.
"75 per cent of young votes come from the children of
blue collar workers who don ;t have the money to go to
college. Young people should use the new system to their
advantage," said Harris.
Candidacy
"Friday in Washington I intend to announce my decision
to run for the presidency," said Harris to the crowd of
approximately 300 people.
"l'm very encouraged with my campaign thus·far, and 1
feel we~ve come a long way since the last time I was in
Albuquerque.
Harris introduced his wife LaDonna and the rest of his
family.
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Computer Experiment Cuts Student Effort

New
Mexico

IB~v1'Terminal' Links Engineering

A $25,000 experiment is
underway on the UNM campus.
Housed in the Electdcal
Engineedng building, the
experiment is the IBM 1130
computer, also called the
computer terminal.
"Undergraduate and graduate
engineering students are heavy
computer users. We have been
anxious for a long time to
experiment and see what role a
computer could play in the whole
education process," Richard
Dove, dean of the College of
Engineering, said.
Main Computer
The computer terminal, which
is connected to the main
computer, an IBM 360 model 67,
in the Computer Center by four
telephone wires, will allow
students to remain in the
engineering buildings, but get the
same results as if they were in the
Computer Center.
"In the past students had to go .
over to the Center with their
cards, punch out their programs
and wait," Dove said. "The

editorial
Catch-23
In a spectacular reversal of military ethics
that have been in force since man took up
warfare, the victorious defense lawyer in the
National Guard suit said the top command is
not responsible for the actions of its men.
Specifically, lawyer John Catron,
defending the National Guard officers being
sued, said: "What officer would serve in the
National Guard or any other army if he is
going to be held liable for the actions of a
very small minority that he can't even
identify?"
The function of a soldier is to obey. This
is command number one, first and foremost.
His decision - making ability is subjugated to
that of his officers.

But, argues Catron, in a trial that was a
badly acted grade "B" retread of Catch-22,
those officers are not responsible.
The men, of course, following the orders
of the day, are not responsible either.
The jury in this case grossly violated the
ethics declaring a government's (or military
unit's) top officials responsible for what goes
on in their regime. They defied logic in
accepting Catron's absurd statement.
Picture the excesses of Guardsmen and
their officers, next go 'round, absolv;d by
th_e court of responsibility for anything they
might do. Sounds like an invitation for a
militaristic field day.

Medina's Montrose Chums
Support Acquittal Voie

MONTROSE, Colo. (UPI) - The man who started Ernest
L. Medina on an Army cateer said Wednesday he is "tickled
to death'~ at the verdict clearing the Montrose native of
murder charges.
A military court martial found Medina innocent of all
charges in connection with the alleged massacre of civilians at
My Lai in 1968.
"It reaffirms my belief all along that Ernie was telling the
truth and that the whole thing was an unfortunate situation,"
said Montrose High School Principal John McCaffrey.
McCaffrey enlisted Medina in the Colorado National Guard.
57 Minutes
Medina had been charged with overall responsibility for
civilian deaths at the alleged massacre, but the case that went
Thf>'. illltnct_Wf.JIP'art< ,.
i97f .Pnlr!J f._ r •
to the jury Wednesday accused him of only one of 102
original murder charges. The jury deliberated 57 minutes
before finding Medina, now a captain, innocent. "My only
concern is that after all the effort he'scput in and the work
tha.~ he'::. uuue to further himself in the Army that his c'areer
had definitely been jeopardized," McCaffrey said. "For that
I'm sorry.
Hometown Backers
The city of Montrose - a small Rocky Mountain western
slope town of 6400 - rallied to Medina's support during his
long ordeal. Various organizations conducted fund drives to
supply money for his clefenllt!.
The city even held a fiesta in his honor in August of 1970
to raise additional funds."
At that time, Medina said he had come to Montrose to
"express my gratitude to the Mexican- American committee
and all the people of Montrose who have contributed to my
defense fund. It's good to be home."
City Mayor Russell Alley said Wednesday everyone
thought Medina was innocent.
Unique
"Speaking for myself and 95 per cent of the people in
''For the- Sl.tpreme Court·· we'll need a liberally conservative white, pro-integration, Montrose, I can say this is a uniqut: Lhing for us,'' Alley said.
"Ernie is a home town boy . . . well liked in this
anti-busing, Southern woman who looks good to minority groups!"
community," he said. "People here have followed the trial
and been very concerned about its outcome.
"Everyone I've talked to has expressed the opinion that he
was innocent."
Jerry Medina, a retired Air Force warrant officer, is 21
years older than his cousin and at first attempted to get him
to join the Air Force.
Wednesday he said he was not surprised at the verdict.
"I didn't think he'd be found guilty," he said. "We
followed the trial in the newspaper and on radio and TV.
"I sure am glad."
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Automobile Real Enemy

By DAVIS THORNBURG
The paid·parking controversy
on this campus is a joke - and a
rather cynical joke at that, to
anyone willing to examine the
issue rationally. What shortsighted
tools we might seem to those
universities that long ago turned
their parking lots into parks and
classrooms, their streets into malls
and sidewalks.
For the question is not how
much we should pay 'to park our
cars, but how much longer we are
going to permit those obsolescent
monsters to dominate and destroy
our campus environment. How
much longer can we afford to
ignore the painfully obvious fact
that the automobile has become
much more than a mistress, much
more than a harmless penissurrogate~ it has become the
enemy of man.
Thoreau Warning
Thoreau warned us a century
ago that man was becoming the
tool of his tools, and the modern
automobile epitomizes his
prediction. 'l'oday, books and
articles on family economics
gravely rl.'commt>nd that a person
should choose a car which costs
no more than halt his year's
salary. Half hif; year's salnrv' As a
good l~conomic Man, thei1, you
sltould I:N•p you\' llose to tlw old
grindstone, doin!( whatevl'l·
sllitworlt fate has dealt you, for
six lou~: months. in otdl.'r to pay
for a pllt• of tinscl(1d tir1 that will
bt• tPady for the s<~rap heap in l<1ss
than thrPe years.
I.udierous Sight
And· what do you g1•t for your
Page2

money? You get a machine the
chief function of which is to move
itself about. '!'he average car
weighs around 4000 pounds, the
average human being under 200.
Thus an automobile expends 95
per cent of its energy moving
itself; the remaining five per cent
gratuitously carries the human at
the wheel. To the rational
observer, then, a human in an
automobile is a ludicrous sightit's as though God had designed
the rhinocerous for the express
purpose of transporting one
particular wart in the middle of its
back.

Air Pollution
The practical result of this
absurd waste of energy is,
however, a lot less funny. It hangs
in the morning air- the air you
and I must breathe- until the
good west wind comes in about
noon to blow it "away"- out of
sight, out of tnind. How much
smog does your particular car
contribute? A 300 cubic inch
enginl' (small by today's
standards) turning at 3000 rpm
"processes" 450 cubic feet of air
per minute- one roomful of air
every three minutes. Tlw •1000
cars that presently joust for
parking spacl's on our campus
every day breathe out a (•ollective
volume of nearly two million
cubic fe(•L p!'r minute ··"- 1•nough
air to fill .Johnsmt Gym ew'l'Y 60
seconds. I•'ortunately there an•
11\,000 of US Oil camptL~ to help
rPrrtov~> the CO and h(•avy
pollutants front this air-· by
passing it throu~h th£> dt•li<•ah•

alveoli of our 36,000 lungs.
Remedies Not Simple
'!'he ultimate remedies for this
criminal destruction of our
environment are not simple. They
reside partly m the development
ot more practical and ubiquitous
systems of public transport, partly
in the reversal of our insane
American passion Cor
"independent" action which
results in our rushing to the same
place at the same time in separate
vehicles (the average number of
persons per car in Albuquerque is
about 1.2), and partly in our
willingness to break the
technologically - imposed pattern
of ever • increasing laziness in our
daily routines- laziness that
keeps the American people
unchallenged in their world
leadership of the physically unfit.
First Move
But whether or not you
applaud theM particular solutions,
you must agree to one obvious
fact: nothing will be done until
someone makes the first move.
The University is in a unique
position to make this move. Its
faculty and administrative officers
are committed, by the very nature
of their occupation, to the future
of man. Let them put their
philosophy on the line fo1· once.
Let them cast their votes in favor
of human bt•ings and against the
obs(~ene machinery that rules our
livl•s. L!'t them implement the 11 ·
yeat· • old plan for closing tlw
University to automobile traffic,
and return out• campus
Ntviroument to the people of the
Unin·r~ity

British Parliament Pledges
Attack on Irish Terrorism I

LONDON (UPI)- The British
Government at an emergency
session of Parliament pledged
Wednesday to fight terrorism in
Northern Ireland "from whatever
quarter it may come."
It said there can. be no
settlement by negotiation or
agreement with the outlawed Irish
Republican Army (IRA).
No Compromise
Force must be defeated, there
can be no compromise with
violence," Home Secretary
Reginald Maudling told the special
session.
The two houses of Parliament
met for two days of emergency
tl<>h<>t<> on the mounting
bloodshed in Ulster- the first
such crisis session since the Soviet
invasion of Czechoslovakia in
Au gust , 1 9 6 9 • N or rn ally
Parliament was not scheduled to
return from its summer recess
until Oct. 18.
Opening the Commons debate,
Maudling said: "The situation is
very grave and is of long standing.
But there is a new compulsion on
us and on all people in Northern
Ireland to find a solution. We will
sustain the fight against terrorism
from whatever quarter it may
come."
'Protestant Backlash'
This appeared to be a warning
that the British army would crush
any "Protestant backlash"
violence in the same way it has
sought to smash IRA guerrillas.
The death toll in Northern
Ireland now totals 108 since the
present violence started in 1969.

This year alone it has totaled 76,
including 24 British soldiers.
Maudling described the
Northern Ireland situation as one
of ''great gravity and tragedy."
No Settlement
"There can be no settlement by
discussion and agreement with the
IRA," he said.
Maudling said British troops,
who currently total :~bout 12,000
in Northern Ireland, will remain
there "~>o long as they are needed
in support of law and order."
In an apparent reference to
suggestions that Northern Ireland
Protestants should organize their
own force to fight the IRA,
Maudling warned, "I must make it
clear that in the United Kingdom
there is no place for any armed
forces save the armed forces of
the crown."
Labor Leader
Lauu1 Op-position Lcndc~
Harold Wilson said: "What worries
me is growing evidence that the
crude doctrine that Britain should
withdraw and let the bloodpath
follow is becoming an instinctive
reaction to the Northern Ireland
problem. How often must we tell
them that this is not a quarrel on
our doorstep? It is within our
house."
Wilson called tor establishment
in Northern Ireland "as a matter
of urgency" of a "government of
national reconstruction,"
representing not only the ruling
Unionist party but also
responsible leaders of the Roman
Catholic Community.
·

FT. McPHERSON, Ga. (UPI)- don't know what else to say," the
A court - martial jury · which smiling Medina said as he left the
deliberated 57 minutes cleared courtroom with his wife, Barbara,
Capt. Ernest L. Medina and attorneys.
"I always had absolute faith in
Wednesday of all crimes at My
Lai, including the murder of a the military and in the military
Vietnamese woman he admitted justice system and I always
thought my actions would be
shooting.
The decision came at 4:19 p.m. exonerated," Medina said.
Manslaughter
EDT, and the speed was in sharp ·
In addition to one count of
contrast to the verdict in the case
of Lt. William L. Calley, which murder, Medina was also accused
or involuntary manslaughter in
t.ook 13 days.
Col. Kenneth A. Howard, the the slaying of 100 Vietnamese
military judge, called Medina whom his troops allegedly killed,
before the bench, and then the and of two counts of assault for
president of the court, Col. firing shots over the head of a
William Proctor, rose and Viet Cong prisoner he questioned
at My Lai.
addressed the defendant:
He could have been sentenced
Secret Ballot
"Capt. Ernest L. Medina, it is to three years each on the
my duty as president of this court manslaughter and assault counts,
to advise you that the court in and to lite on the murder charge.
102 Counts
closed session, and upon secret
He originally had been accused
written ballot, has found you not
guilty of all specifications and of 102 counts of murder, but all
but one ot these was reduced or
charges," ·
•• bri extxemciy ilappy, 1 ju~;t di~mis5ed hy Howard. before the
jury was given the case.
Despite his elati~n over being
Voter Letter
The Public Relations cleared, the professional 35 •
Committee has a letter for out· year- old soldier from Montrose,
of· state students to send to their Colo., said he intended to follow
county clerk in room 235·A of through with his plan to quit the
the Union. This letter is for voter Army - since he is convinced his
military career has been ruined.
registration.
"I don't know exactly when I'll

•

be able to leave ... but that is my
intention," he said.
Wife's Tears
Ms. Medina broke into tears at
the announcement of the verdict,
although she said she had been
convinced her husband would be
found innocent. Asked what she
was thinking just before the
verdict was announced, she
answered, "not guilty."
.
Medina's tamed criminal
lawyer, F. Lee Bailey, admitted he
"had some concern about the
assault charge" because of the
wording of the judge's charge to
the jury on these counts. Bailey
said however, he was convinced
his client would be acquitted on
all other charges.
Unique Jewelry
For1he Unique Occasion

Bands and Rings in
Gold, Silver and Stones

by Tom W. Thomason

At The
Studio Gallery
400 San Felipe N.W.

Old Town

ZPG

RAMBLIN BOOT
5011 Menaul NE
AM·FM Stereo Receiver
plus two speakers
in walnut cabinets

I:
I.

H

255-7950

AM-FM Stereo Receiver
plus two speakers
plus record changer
(includes base and dust cover)

open 9·6 daily
9-5 Sat.

• HANDMADE WESTERN
BOOTS

AM·FM Stereo Receiver
plus 1wo speakers
plus record changer
plus cassette deck

I

Frye

•

Nocoma

11

Cowtown

Dan Post

I'

$189.50

Bernas ...
Bernas are unsolicited, signed guest editorials which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial policy of The Lobo, or the
policy of ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bemas may be any length,
but may be cut duE> to space limitations.
As with letters to the editor, please include address and
telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or Bemas can b(• mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, UNM, delivered to 'rhe Lobo office at
the corner of Yale and Central, or deposited in the Lubu
Suggestion Box inside the east door of the Union.
NEW lUEXICO LOno

..

The Lutheran Student
Association will sponsor a speaker
on Zero Population Growth at
Luther House, 1815 Las Lomas
N.E. at 7 p.m. Sept. 26. A cost
supper will be serve!l at 6 p.m.

Lobo Letters, Bema Policies
Letters to the Editor .•.
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will not be considered for
publication. Names will not be withheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please include a name, telephone
number and address of a group member. The letter will carry
that name, plus the name of that group.
The Lobo wilt publish letters as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo tells students what's happening on and around
campus, but also what people think about what is happening.
So, for your information the following are The Lobo's letters
to the editor and Bema policies:

obstacles of distance and by the National Science
inconvenience have beeQ Foundation and will cost $81 a
day if used daily. Sparks said he
removed."
For Research
expects the eomputer will cost
The computer will be used to $30,000 to run a year.
:reach computer science courses
Six students under the
and will be used for research work/study program will be
purposes by the faculty, It will operating the computer terminal
also be used for student full-time. Sparks said they are
engineering problems. "Ir~ some now in a training session,
cases, the professor, knowing the
computer is at hand, can compute
300 Lines
something fo:r the class," Dove
The terminal computer consi:,ts
said.
of a card reader, a central
"This isn't just an engineering processing unit and a. printer,
computer, Chemistry or physics which prints 300 lines a minute.
may want to experiment. Several
"M.I. T. has had for five years
buildings could use a single what they call pods. This is similar
terminal. But it depends on how to what we have," Sparks said.
much the computer is used, The "We feel now as if we were up
whole idea is the chance to with the :rest of the world."
·
optimize the use in education."
The computer terminal will be
$81 Per Day
available from 7:30 a.m. to 10:30
Installed last week, the 1130 p.m. Monday through Thursday
computer is being rented until the and on Friday and Saturday from
end of spring semester, or June 1, 1:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m.
for $25,792, Dale Sparks,
"It's reasonable to expect that
professor of electrical engineering the University will have more
and computer science, said. The terminal computers within the
computer terminal is being funded next 10 years," Sparks said.

.NMedinaAcquittedlnMy Lai Trail
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Building to Central Computer

101 Cornell SE
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Bernalillo Offers Psychologicai,Medical Help

Civic Planning Trial.Rock Show
C ·. t· H ld at
• UNM
·
Meanwh1'le, C't
1 y OUcer S e
. , FaCI'l'ltieS

Only Mental Cenfer in Albuquerque Wifh Full Range of Services
By KATHY PTACEK
There are no uniforms here and
everyone is on a first- name basis.
"Here" is the Bernalillo County
Mental Health I Mental
Retardation Center at 2600
Marble N.E.
"The Center is the only
comprehensive mental health
()]inic center in Albuquerque.
There are, of course, private
practitioners and Nazareth
Hospital, which is a private mental
hospital, But there is only one
center with a full range of
services," said William W. Wegner,.
the Center's administrator.
Sit and Cry
Opened in February, 1968, the
<:ounty - owned Center employs
psychiatrists, psychologists, social
workers, nurse!;, doctors and
mental health workers ..
Students may go to the Student
Health service at UNM, Wegner
said, or they may come to the
Center directly or be referred to it
from the Health Service.
When someone comes into the
Center, Wegner said, he is met by
a volunteer worker, then sent to a
receptionist who arranges for one
of the therapists on duty to see
him. Usually a patient is seen
within an hour or two by a
therapist, he said.
The therapist and patient may
then proceed to a room to talk or
the patient may go to a quiet
room, where he may cry or just sit
without being disturbed.
Each therapist must decide how
much of a crisis a problem is.
There is an emergency room for
actual physical dangerattempted suicides, Wegner said.
'l'hrere is no large scale physical
therapy, so cases requiring it may

be ~ent on to the Bernalillo
County Medical Center, he stated.
Satellites
The Center, Wegner said, is
connected with the department of
psychiatry and is operated under
contract by the School of
Medicine at the University,
Section coordinators wor:k with
A go ra, Mash and other
organizations.
The Center is also connected
with Quebrar, the rehabilitation
program for heroin addicts. At the
center's medical lab, which
l)mploys two doctors and six
11 urs11s, all the Methadone for
Albuquerque is prepared and
dispensed in one - a · day doses.
There are five satellite centers
in Valley store - fronts and homes
called "outreach teams." "They
reach people who might need our
services and for one reason or
another cannot or will uot come
here." He said the outreach teams
followed patients in their
community settings .and can help
them with their families where
they are.
If the' patient <:ames from one
of the neighborhoods where there
is a team and if it is possible
(meaning a no-crisis situation), the
patient is assigned there, Wegner
said. He said the treatment is
more effective closer to the
patient's home,
Day Care
Upstairs in the Center is the
day care section. "These people
are well enough to live at home,
but need long term help," Wegner
said. This section is patient • run
and consists of a kitchen, a
can teen, a sewing room, a
recreational activity area, an arts
and crafts room, a snack bar and a
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Wallace Law Sidesteps !j
\\ Federal Busing Rules
\l
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MONTGOMERY, Ala. (UPI)Gov. George C. Wallace signed
into law today a bill permitting
parents to enroll their children in

determine that their .lives or
educations would be endangered
by their being bused to other
schools.
. . thPir r~pjghhwborul schnnl'l. if.
-Th.e f;sw legisJa.tars who
convinced busing would harm opposed the Wallace measure said
it would be overturned by the
them.
Wallace predicted that the federal judiciary, which has
measure, overwhelmingly required the busing of thousands
approved at his request by the of children to promote
legislature, will be ruled integration.
constitutional in the fedl!ral
Wallace, however, said it was
courts.
patterned after guidelines spelled
The lttw requires local school out by the Supreme Court in its
b·oards to admit students to Charlotte • Mecklenburg busing
schools of their choice if parents case.

By JIM PBNSIERO
but llot before they had done their last tour. His co&ts were so
a chaotic summer in $1500 w01:th of damage to the high he didn't realize any profit at
which violence and vandalism structure. It doesn't make sense all.
precipitated the closing of the for people to wreck public
$15,000
Civic Auditorium for com:erts, the property.
Levy further echoed the
cit•y's rock ~~mcert prospects
''The police know how to promoters plight: "Some groups
a~vear to be brightening,
control the situation but we don't ask for $15,000 and 60 per cent
Albuquerque, which has never want that, it only causes more of everything taken in over
been a Mecca for traveling rock violence, Besides, you can't bring $30,000, Most halls get 10 or 15
musicians, will hopefully take in enough police in if you're going to thousand. There is a greater
its snare of shows in the next two have a dot, If we b~;ought in every chance of losing more than you
months with three groups; Black policeman in the city we would be gain. If you have a good show you
Sabbath (Oct. 7), Thrl;le Dog inviting wholesale brutality and could make $4000, if you .havll a
Night (Oct, 17 ), and the Guess clubbing, and I don't want to see bummer you cot~ld lose $6000.
Who (Nov. 6),
that," he added.
In a town like Albuquerque
The recent rash of bookings has
Baker feels one possible . where only popular, commercial
in part been the doing of solution is a different approach to groups like Three Dog Night
consistently make it, it is
necessary for promoters like Levy
to first gauge the strength of
groups they contemplate bringing
in. Black Sabbath is a perfect
example. "Everywhere they go
they sell out, two shows a night in
big halls. Their three records have
combined sales of well over three
million. They could sell out the
Arena as easily as anyone."
Uncertain
As for his date .at the Civic
Levy said, "It'll be sometime in
eady November. I can't say at this
point who will play but I'm sure it
will be good."
·
Most of Levy's upcoming
promotions will be in conjunction
with Popular Entertainment, and
will be sta~ted at the University's
fa ciliti.us. "The hall is
excepti•:>nally expensive, and there
are complications. It's not as easy
Black Sabbath
to have it there as it might be.
ASUNM's previously dormant secrity. ·"We had 24 city However I feel a great amount of
P o p u I a r E n t e r t a in men t policemen at the last concert but the concerts belong to t.he
Committee, Mike Conway, this time the promoter will hire University. It's the best pl~ce."
chairman of the committee, said men from outside security firms.
At this time Levy is speculating
one of the biggest problems that Personally I believe that if the who might be brought in after the
confronts the Duke Citv as a road problem is to be resolved it must Guess Who.
stop ls that "We're a -secondary be through the kids themselves.''
One More
market. Most major metropolitan
areas have over a million
After the disturbances the city
population while we have only agreed it would allow one more
300,000.
concert at the Civic to test the
Big Guarantee
possibility of opening it up again
"Another difficulty is the without reservation. Baker
performers ·themselves," he said. c<>ncluded, "If everything goes
"A good example is Cat Stevens. right we would like to have a
He wants a small crowd and a big concert every two weeks. We need
guarantee, which is hard to therevenue."
arrange. He's still a possibility
Many of Bakl!r's views on
though," '!'his fickleness has also crowd control were shared by
caused one possibly great act, Leonard Levy, who won the draw
Graham Nash and David Crosby, ·by tot with the city's other rock
to pass up Albuquerque. "Popejoy entrepreneurs for the right to
Hall is the only place where they promote the trial con<:ert at the
would play. For one it is too Civic.
Levy, who beads Crystal Lief
small, and people who don't get in
raise hell. Also, Popejoy is booked Productions, which promotes
on the date they wanted to concerts throughout the
appear. For those reasons we Southwest, said, "People can
couldn't accommodate them," provide supervision among their
Conway added.
own peer group. They can make
All the above mentioned their weight felt in the city tooconcerts will be held at University 18 year· olds can vote. No
facilities; Black Sabbath at amount of security can stop the
Johnson Gym, Three Dog Night . problE.>ms."
and Guess Who at the Arena. But
High Costs
what of the Civic, where most of
But preventing riots is just one
the city's concerts were previously of the difficulties that confront
held?
promoters like Levy. Others are
If you didn't know, the Civic the availability and costs of halls
was the site of a disturbance that and cost of groups, whi<:h are
gave the city fathers grave doubts often prohibitive. In addition the
about future rock promotions. promoter has to print and sell
The violence took place in June at tickets, arrange and pay for
a concert given by the James advertising and security. "The
Gang, when approximately groups want you to take all the
'.
300·400 kids tried to crash the chances. The agents make you pay
Civic .after it was announced the for everything. If you make
concert was sold out.
money, fine.
Thl!se kinds of expenses should
Rock 'Riot'
Jack Baker, manager of the drive a lot of promoters out but it
Civic, reminisced about the hasn't. If you don't take the
"riot.'' "There were about 1500 chance some other asshole will."
people standing outside, of these An example of the risks taken by
possibly. 200·300 were causing a promoter would be the case of
trouble." Eventually the tnob was the Phoenix man who brought the
dispersed with the use of mace, Rollin!_~tones to that city on

dining room. Wegner said a shop is
opening Oct. 15 in Old Town as
an outlet for what the patients
make. lt will be run by the
patients,
There is also a day school for
retarded children- In the
afternoon it is a school for deafblind children, This is the Vista Largo School. Around 46 children
attend five days a week.
"Normally theae children
would have to be sent away from
home if the Center weren't here,"
Wegner said, ''Albuquerque is one
of the few communities in the
country that has .this kind ol' a
center."
The school, which is run largely
on donations, also gives assistance
to the pediatric~> ward at BCMC
by helping children adju!lt to
hospital life.
24llours
Paying f<>r services is on a
graduated scale, Wegner said.
"The Center is a public institution
supported by federal, state and
county funds. No one is denied
services because of lack of money.
If somtlone can pay, they are
asked to. By and large, most of
these people are the ones who
have health insurance,"
He added that "the people who
come here are emotionally ill or
mildly upset and we take care of
them on that basis." He said there
is no division of students and
non-students.
The emergency room at the
Center is open 24 hours a day. A
resident psychiatrist and a
telephone operator are on duty at
all times.
The Center's current hours are
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. five days a
week.

Afte~:

FCC Critic Upset By TV Drug Ads
medicines, particularly pain killers
and mood drugs such as
tranquilizers, sleeping aids, pep
pills and anti-depressants.
In urging that such commercials
be banned, Johnson said those
who promote them should be
asked "personally how they can
justify what they do -:- whether it
Is a network president, a product
manufacturer, an advertising
agency executive, or a Federal
Communications Commis.~ioner."
Promote Drugs
Charging that the commercials
promote the use of drugs and drug
abuse, Johnson said, "the
advertising is positively harmful
and serves no useful purpose."

VAN'S
PLACE

POOL - SNOOKER
106 Cornell
268-2300

The committee, chaired by Sen.
Gaylord Nelson, 0-Wis., heard
medical testimony last spring that
such drugs are not as effective as
advertised and that commercials
promoting them are not only
frequently deceptive but foster "a
drug culture." ·

_ Not.Aut.harlzed

Chairman Dean Burch said the
FCC was not authorized to
monitor broadcast commercials or
ban them. This authority, he said,
rests witlt Congress and the
.Federal Trade Commission,
But Johnson argued that the
FCC already has the power to
tackle pill commercials. And if the
agency won't act, Johnson said, it
should "at the very least" require
that the commercials be cleared
by the Food and Drug
Administration tmd the FTC.

. ..

Scholarships
Two $500 scholarships are
offered by the Phelps Dodg!!
Corporation with the stipulation
that some preference be made to
students who are sons or
daughters of Phelps Dodge
employes in New Mexico,
including employes of Phelps
Dodge subsidiaries. Applications
may be obtained in room 118 of
thll Student Aids office. Deadline
date is Sept. 27.

Dames
The New Mexico Dames Club
will hold its annual fall rush from
2-4 p.m. Sept. 26 in room 129 of
the Union. There will be a fashion
show from Mirandi's Boutique
and refreshments will be served.
Any married student or wife of a
student may join.

At our price, this
General Electric clock radio
is a real sleeper

$1Q88

It takes up only a few inches on your night table,
yet has an over-sized dock, instant sound, AM coverage,
direct drum tuning, and awakens you to music.
You get all that from General Electric without losing
any sleep over the price.
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Un~<m then clear 1t? D1d they
want to surround everyone inside
othllr than the issues. I wasn't Md stab them? By clearing the
really surprised by the decision." Mall the Guard went above their
Students Reactions
orders. This is just about where
Only one student approached the whole case is.
by The Lobo had prai!>e for the
P~or Training
jury in the case.
"The other part is inadequate
"I'm for the jury defending the. riot control training: The news has
National Guard," said Bobby told me that the National Gua~:d
Gonzales, a junior. "It wasn't wasn't abused by students. Thim
their fault since they were called why did they abuse students?"
upon to serve and they were just
"It's a bunch of shit," said Rick
doing their duty, It can happen to Hinton, a junior. "Chances are he
anyone if they're in the service." probably meant to hit the guy.''
Most of the students, however, (liinton refers to defendant
thought the jury decision was Bobbie Polson who allegedly
wrong, "Innocent people," said bayonetted Steve Sullivan,)
Kathy Becker, "aren't even safe
"I think it stinks," said Ray
when the National Guard is called Thomas. "They are just trying to
in. If you . are around the riots ptotect themseive!;, It's the same
even though you aren't type of stuff that happened at
participating, you will more than Kent State and Attica. They use
likely get hurt."
absolutely no discrimination."
"I feel that the jury's decision
"I think the su,it should have
was unfai):' and only shows the been allowed to go through, if
hierarchy of socialistic attitudes. only to permit the individuals
In that, whatever source of power some legal check on the action of
is needed in control against an the National Guard," said Betsy
arising force is completely within Kearns, a senior in English.
G 't 0 d L
the frame deemed acceptable to
law and order," said Peter
.
r~
e ~res
Thomp$!m, a junior.
~he Latm Amer1c~n F'?r~m
Not Surprised
Ser1es, of the Free u. Will be¥m 1ts
"The outcome of the case was y~ar o! presentatiOns Wit~ a
not surprising," said Johnny dJscussJon by Pue:rt_o Rican
Archuleta. "Many times people Students concerning t~e
who have legitimate cases against moveme~t for Independence Ill
any act of politics seldom get Puerto fl:lco. .
.
The. d1scuss1on Will be held at 7
justice. People no longer have
direct channels through which to p.m. m the classroom of t~e
exercise their share of power in Newman Cent~r Sept. 23 ~d wlll
our government.
be ~nducted m both Enghsh and
"I'd like to see someone fall Spanish.
.
from a rosebush," said Ray
Area.s co.ve~ed In the
Lovato, "and inflict as serious a presentation. will be the role of ·
wound as Dressman did. I guess it the woman m the movement. for
could happen - bullshit "
the Independence of Puerto R1eo,
"The order " Lovato 'said "was the role of the artist in the
aiven to clear' the Union, n~t the m?vement, the poetry. of the
Mall. Why would the National Gnto de Lares and ~he history of
G\\ard want to surround the ~he movem.ent for mdependence
m Puerto R1co. ,

(Cantinued from page 1)

{{Fashions for the two of you~'

Commissioner Claims Commercials Promote Drug Use, Abuse
WASHINGTON (UPI)Nicholas Johnson, member of the
Fed era! Communications
Commission and a leading critic of
the broadcast industry, said
Wednesday home remedy
commercials should be banned
from the airwaves be<:ause they
add to the drug menace, .
"I£ we are really serious about
dealing with drug abuse in this
country," Johnson told a Sente
committee, "let's move now to
stop the television pushers."
Outspoken Critic
Johnson, also an outspokl!n
critic of the FCC itself, appeared
with six fellow commissioners
before a subcommittee examining
over • the • counter sales of

Guard Trial Verdi.ct No S'!'r~rise

1820 Centraf-243-1988
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RECORDS, pipes, papers, clips, incense, candles, oils,
Indian prints, Rolling devices, Cornix and on ttnd on . , .
1

'1magine11

John Le11non

$3.56
Thur&lay, September' 23, 1971
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Pass D·efense Does Fine;
Shine
Rushing.Stats
Also
The second week of full tilt WAC football gets

by Duchess Smith

Contrary to popular belief, promulgated by Ann Stege, drinking at
University Stadium is illegal for this weekend's game. Though not
the most enforced law on· the books, state law prohibits drinking on
state land. University Stadium is state land, so, no drinking- again.
Hohum.

Drinking

Senators Move

Baseball ro Texas Long Awaited
ARLINGTON·, Texas (UPI)'They have already started
answerit1g tiLe telephone at
Turnpike Stadium with the words
"major league baseball,"
Turnpike, a beautiful 22,000seat layout built in a natural
amphitheater, had already begun
the transition from the home of
the minor league Dallas · Fort
Worth Spurs to that of the
Washington Senators less than 12
hours after the announcement in
Boston that the American League
had approved the club's transfer
to Texas.
The full impact of the move,
which culminated more than a
dozen years of one frustration
after another, will be slow in
coming, especially to the man in
.. -the street, . . _
But, business and civic leaders
were quick to greet the news with
enthusiastic optimism despite the
fact owner Bob Short's sojourn in
the nation's capital had been a
financial disaster with the same
ball club.
By moving to Turnpike
Stadium, located on the toll road
midway between Dallas and Fort
Worth, the Senators- or

whatever their new nickname will
be- will become a major part of
an entertainment complex that
includes Six Flags Over Texas, an
amusement park, ahd Seven Seas,
an aquatic park scheduled to open
its gates next summer.
And, it was this entertainment
complex idea thaL keyed Lhe
enthusiasm.
"With major league baseball,
Seven Seas and Six Flags we will
undoubtedly have the greatest
entertainment package available
anywhere in the United States,"
said Herman Veselka, who is city
manager of this 100,000population suburb.
Mayor Pro Tem S.J. Stovall,
who is second in command to
Mayor Tom Vandergriff- the
;:anttod·-of the long campaign to
bring major league ball to the
area, said he thought of the
Senators' coming as "just another
addition to a rather tremendous
family entertainment complex
we've been assembling."
Marvin Stetler, president of the
First National Bank of Arlington,
remarked that the financial
interests in the area had gone all
outtofacilitatethemove.

"All the major banks in the
Dallas - Fort Worth area have
agreed to extend credit to the
club, but we don't know what our
proration will be," he said.
Bobby Bragan, former major
league player and manager who
now is president of the Texas
League, was enthusiastic about
the move although it means he
will have to find a new home for
the Spurs franchise.
"It's a great day for the area,
no question about it," said
Bragan.
"We've been a bridemaid long
enough."
In Washington, the Texas
congressional delegation also
joined in exultation at the advent
cf a Gccond· major- lengue team to
go with the Houston Astros of the
National League.
"Sen. Lloyd M. Bentsen Jr.,
D-Tex. said he was looking
forward to an "intrastate" World
Series in Texas, "in the not- toodistant future."
Lamar Hunt, who was co·owner
of the minor league Spurs, said he
was "uuquesUonably glad to step
aside for major league baseball."

;Race Cars Rev Up Exec
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FOREST FIRES HURT OUR FOREST FRIENDS

Our wildlife has no defense against the careless
use of lire. So please follow Smokey's ABC's:
Always hold matches till cold. Be sure to drown
all campfires, stir the ashes, and drown them
again. Crush all smokes dead out.
Please! Only

Y.OU

can prevent forest fires

Gale invites you
aver far the finest
broiled hamburger
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October Election to Decide
Commission, Bond Issues

underway Saturday and conference statistic leaders are
already indicating the calibre of play the circuit has to
offer this season.
The Lobos are boasting their first opening victory in
four years and are leading the WAC in four depa:~;tments,
following the win over Texas Tech. The win, Coach Rudy
Feldman's first since taking the head coaching job here at
UNM, along with other conference victories over non-WAC
schools set the stage for the opening of league schedule for
some schools.
A couple of surprises resulted from last weekend's
encounter for the Wolfpack. Fred Henry emerged as the
WAC leading ground gainer, and the passing defense, which
was reported to be a Lobo weak point, was also number
one in the WAC.
Teams experiencing big scoring days last weekend
gained the edge on teams like the Lobos, whose ~irst game
was checked closely on the scoreboard and offense figures
by two unwilling defensive squads. .
In the rest of the WAC, however, Scott Simmons of
Colorado State leads the league in both total and passing
offense. His total offense mark shows him with 244 yards,
while his passing mark is 247 yards: He hit on 19 of 32
aerial completions against BYU last weekend, fot a .594
percentage.
Fred Henry of the Lobos, led in the only individual
category for the school. His 143 rushing yards against the
Raiders last weekend placed him at the top of the rushing
list. Henry's rushing yardage coupled with Rocky Long's
one nine - yard pass completion, pushed him to the
number four spot in total offense.
The Redskins of Utah led the league in total offense.
The Utes racked up 424 total yards last weekend in their
losing effort against Oregon. The Lobos fell short with a
weak passing game coming up last in passing offense and
locking in on seventh place in the total offense
department.
The Wolfpack finished second in team defense behind
UTEP. The Miners, in two games, have allowed an average
of 249.5 yards per game for a 3.4 average. UTEP blunted
the University of the Pacific attack last weekend in El
Paso, 21-3.
Defensively the Lobos faired well. Houston Ross's pass
interception last weekend gave the Lobos an edge in
passing defense, and a stubborn defensive wall limited the
running Red Raide_rs to 239 yards on the ground.

Washington (UPI)-Racing
drivers Mario Andretti and
Richard Petty revved up their cars
in the White House driveway
Tuesday afternoon in an
impromptu engine noise contest
for President Nixon.
The drivers were among more

~~---

7:00 a.m.-miclnight .

,,.._-~-~1~,-_,_-

, Across from
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than 1 00 auto racing figures
entertained at a reception by
self-proclaimed "sports bug"
Nixon in the White House living
quarters.
"The same spirit that takes man
to the moon-it's that spirit that
you fellows have," the President
said in a speech to the drivers.
Andretti served as Nixon's guide
on an inspection of four types of
racing cars at the White House.
When he reached his own
Indianapolis-style car-owned by
oil-treatment magnate Andy
Granetelli - Nixon asked the
driver to climb in the cockpit and
start his engine.
As soon as Andretti began to
rev up his car, Petty, of
Randleman, N.C., climbed into his
Plymouth stockcar and started its
engine.
Nixon listened for several
minutes with apparent interest to
the din of the unmuffled exhaust
pipes before the drivers cut their
engines.
Also on display at the White
House was a Lola-Ford sportscar
owned by Carl Haas of Chicago
and driven in the Can-Am series
by . Jackie Stewart of Scotland,
and a dragster, Great Expectations
11, owned and driven by Jim Lee
of Warrenton, Va.
Nixon, with transportation
secretary John A. Volpe at his
side, said, "I'm sort of a sports
bug.''
He said he was not proficient at
any of the sports in which he was
interested but he added, "politics
is a competitive business too.''
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Albuguerque vot~ts will go to
the polls early next month to
select from among 30 candidates
running for three vacant City
Commission seats,
At the same time, voters will
decide the fate of eight bond
issues totalling $15 million and
select from among three
candidates running for the single
municipal judge seat being
contested.
At stake in the City
Commission election are two
four-year terms and one two-year
term. The four-year terms are
cun:ently held by City
Commission Chairman Charles
Barnhart and Word Payne neither
of whom are seeking re-election.
'I'he two·year term was opened by
earlier this year by the resignation
of Commissioner G.P. Reyes.
Coming Series
Beginning next week The Lobo
will begin presenting a series of
articles on the City Commission
candidates and their views. The
first of these articles will deal with
the Albuquerque Unity Party
candidates and indepe,ndent
cand(date Solomon Brown.
In addition to the Unity Party
there are four other candidate
slates and 18 candidates running
as independents. There are 15
candidates entered in the contest
for the two four - year seats while
the remaining 15 candidates are
all yying for the single two-year
term.
Following is the order the
candidates will appear on the
ballot. (By law city commission
elections are non-partisan and the
candidate affiliations shown here
will not appear on the ballot.)
Four-Year Term
Two Vacancies
1. James E. Greer, Albuquerque
Today and Tomorrow Party.
2. Ray R. Baca, Albuquerque
Unity Party.
3. Kenneth Roy Connell,
independent.
4. Daryl R. Harrell, Peoples
Committee for Better
Government.
5. Marion M. Cottrell,
Albuquerque Progress Party.
6. Herbert H. Hughes, Peoples
Committee for Better
Government.
7. Donald W. Heavner Sr.,
independent.
8. George A. Jelson,
independent.
9. Duane B. McCauley,
Christian Unity Party.
10. Solomon W. Brown,
independent.
11. Robert C. Poole,
Albuquerque Unity Party.
12. Daniel William Olivas,
independent.

FUN

Vietnam veteran in law school,
said he wasn't concerned. "If I
were attacked, I'd probably kill
the guy," he said.
No Clues
Berkeley police said they had
no clues to the identity of the
''two black adults" who have
attacked six persons, all
Caucasians, in the campus area
since July 27.
All the attacks have involved a
"heavy· bladed knife," such as a
machete or cleaver. All have taken
place late at night within a short
distance of the sprawling UC
campus.
Police said all the slashings have
apparently been aimed at
inflicting injury. None of the
victims was robbed and the two
women attacked were not
sexually molested.
''Summed up, they're just
totally senseless," said a detective.

·Visit our fi department.

lOc BEER
Oain1

Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Queen

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

·'

I

Central at University
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13. Carlo M. Flumiani,
independent.
14, David Mic.hael Post,
independent.
15 . . Raymond E. Garvey,
independent.
Two-Year Term
One Vacancy
1. John Lawrence Rust,
Albuquerque Unity Party.
2. James J. Martinez,
independent.
3. Frank J, Biro, independent.
4. Joseph E. Green, Christian
Unity Party.
5. Edward M. Murphy,
independent.
6. Nancy D. Koch,
independent,
7. Max E. Carmona,
independent.
8. Jerome Green b I at t,
independent.
9. Joyce Gross Costello,
Albuquerque Progress Party.
10, James S. Mulholland,
independent.
11. Malcolm Henry Miller,
independent.
12, Hamilton Rogers,
independent.
13, Alex Abeyta Jr,, Peoples
Committee for Better
Government.
14. Gary C. Mahan,
Albuquerque Today and
Tomorrow Party.
15. C. Vern Elliot,
independent.
In addition, the fol,lowing is the
order of the candidates for the
single m.unicipal judge seat
(four-year term):
1. Frederick M. Mowrer.
2. John B. Speer.
3. John E. Brown.
Bond Issues
The eight general obligation
bond issues on which voters will:
vote either "for" or "against'' are
as follows:
1. $290,000 to "provide proper
means for protection from fire."
2. $840,00 to "construct
additions and improvements to
the police building.''
3. $2,110,000 to "lay off,
open, construct, repair and
otherwise improve municipal
alleys, streets, public roads and
bridges.''
4. $1,200,000 to "build,
beautify and improve public
parks.''
5. $500,000 to "acquire land
for recreational purposes.''
6. $2,540,000 to "construct
and purchase a sanitary sewer
system."
7. $3,97 5,000 to "construct
and purchase a storm sewer
system."
8. $3,545,000 to "construct
and purhase a system for
supplying water.''
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We're printing this photo because, while it doesn't have a thing
to do with any item in the paper, it gives us a chance to run
something for its aesthetic value- not for informative purposes
or crass commercialism. We figured we don't really get that many
chances to evoke an almost spiritual image on our pages. Words
are limited in what they can do to bring about a reflective mood
in the reader. And besides ..• well, shit .. , we kind of think it's

Superstar

French Convicts Kill·]ail Guard
Prison Nurse in Coma, Throat Slashed
CLAIRVAUX, France (UPI)He .said Ms. Comte died
Police stormed a barricaded room despite doctors' efforts, Both had
of a prison hospital Wednesday their throats cut, he said.
and subdued two convicts who
20-Year Term
police said cut the throats of a
Bontemps is serving a 20·year
woman nurse and a guard they term. Buffet's death sentence was
had held hostage for 20 hours. commuted in 1967 to live
Police said no shots were fired.
imprisonment, They were taken
An armed police assault squad to a central prison hospital at
entered the hospital's third floor Fresnes south of Paris where
shortly before dawn. They . officials said they had slight head
shattered two barricaded doors injuries.
with plastic explosives and
Prison officials said the two
captured the two convicts, Roger inmates had feigned stomach
Bontemps and Claude Buffet, disorders Tuesday morning.
after a 2 O·second struggle, a Admitted to t.hl' prison hast!ital
prison spokesman said,
they produced knives made fro~
Guard Dead
spoons and seized Giradot and
They found prisori guard Guy Ms. Comte.
Giradot, 25, already dead and
Demands Refused
nurse Nicole Comte in a coma, the
When 'prison authorities turned
spokesman said.
down the prisoners' demand that
"According to a doctor who they be given guns, ammunition
accompanied us, it appeared
and an escape car, both sides
subject to furthe~ examination: settled down fc;>r an uneasy night.
that the guard d1ed before the
Le Corne srud the two inmates
assault," said prison director Jean refused his initial offer of amnesty
Le Corno.
if the hostages were released, He

..

1100 San Mateo N.E./265-6931
Shop Mon., Wed., Fri. 'til 9

Fifth Berkeley 'Slashing Attack'
Intimidates U. of Cal. Students
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)Fearful students said Wednesday
thaey are avoiding lonely
nighttime walks near the
University of California following
the fifth mysterious and
apparently senseless slashing
attack by two men.
"I won't go out after dark by
myself," said coed Betty Watss,
23, who lives near the spot where
a student was critically wounded
Tuesday in a vicious attack while
walking home,
Took Bus
''I took the bus last night
instead of walking to Northside,"
she said. "It's just a short distance
and I usually walk it. But even
though I was with a friend, we
waited 12 minutes and took a
bus.''
.
Other students- especially
coeds echoed her remarks
although Martin Stone, 29, ~

OKIE'S
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1100 Men's Shop

DON'T EVER WEAR
THIS SLEEP SHIRT
WHILE CRAMMING
FOR EXAMS!
Rip Van Winkle Popover Sleep Shirts
So comfortable, you'll fall sound alsleep and sleep for ages!
100% Cotton, in bold stripes, dorm dazzling multi·colors.
Sizes: M, L . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7..50

Central SE
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Japanese Support Raises Hopes
U.S. Loses Round] of U.N. 2-ChinaDebate
UNITED NATIONS (UP!)- better chance for passage. The expel the Nationalist was no. 101
The United States lost a first Albanian resolution, having been on the committee's provisional
round skirmish in its fight to save a offered ahead of U.S. resolutions agenda of 109 items. The twin
U.S. proposals were listed as no.
seat for Nationalist China in the now is likely to come up for
105.
United Nations Wedllesday night, debate ahead of them.
Lending encouragement to the
In order to reach them, the
The General Assembly's
Steering Committee defeated 'United States was a Japanese committee leap-frogged other
agenda items:
12·9, with three abstentions, a decision to co-sponsor twin U.S.
Ski{>ped
U.S. proposal to combine in single resolutions formally submitted
The vote came just before
debate, rival resolutions on tbe Wednesday for general debate on
question of the seat now occupied China. One would seat Red China adjournment for the day at 7 :35
by the Nationalists but claimed in both the Assembly and the p.m. EDT.
Before defeating the proposal
for Peking by supporters of the Security Council and the other
would preserve an Assembly seat to merge thEl U.S. and Albanian
Communist regime,
.
proposals 1 the committee
U.S. Ambassador George Bush for the Nationalists.
approved for Assembly agenda the
Victories
described the defeat as not "over·
Lending further encouragement Albanian proposal 17-2 with four
important in itself, but of course
was a victory won by the abstentions.
it has psychological effElcts,"
It then also approved for the
He predicted the final vote in Nationalists themselves, They
the Assembly, expected late next gained one of 17 vice presidencies agenda the twin U.S. proposals,
11-9 w.ith four abstentions. ·
month, would be 14 very, very in the Assembly with 73 votes,
The United States had more
seven more than. the required
close."
simple majority. 'rhe vice co-sponsors than expected when it
What Next?
He said he had not yet presidencies are filled by countries intrqduced its proposals. The one
to give Communist China seats in
determined the next U.S. move. rather than by individuals.
Among those voting against the
An indication of the · both the Assembly and the
merger proposal were Britain, importance with which member Security Council had 17
nations regarded the China co-sponsors. The one seeking to
France and the U.S.S.R.
The United States wanted its question could be drawn from the retain the Nationalists' seat by
proposals artd the Albanian speed with which the 25-nation requiring a bard - to - get two ~
resolution combined for debate Steering Committee acted on the thirds vote for their expulsion had
19 co-sponsors.
because it would give the U.S. rival resolutions.
In the Balance
An Albanian resolution that
resolutions a better chance to be
The vice presidency won by the
discussed first and consequently, a would seat .Mainland China and
Taiwan (Formosa) delegatiqn
would go to Communist China if a
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
move to oust the Nationalists
RA'rES: 7c per word, 2(} word miniWHERE: Journalism Building, Room
succeeds. Nevertheless, Taiwan
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad ls to
205, afternpons preferably or mail.
delegates interpreted the vote as
run five or more consecutive daYll with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate is red11ced to 5c
an ·accurate test of their strength
per word nnd the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
in the Assembly showdown vote
words to 10,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
on China expected for late
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
October.
But traditionally the Assembly
1) PERSONALS
5) FORSALE
elects the big five - China, the
United States, Britain, France and
HUNG UP ON DRUGS? Wanting to find
70 HONDA 750cc, Luggage rack, faring,
more meaning in life? Come to our
9000 ml, 296-7184. 9/25
the Soviet Union - and 12 other
eotrce and talk scssions-Fnd out how
SHIRTS I Florala, Solids. atripes, Prints,
member states as vice presidents.
Jesus Christ changes lives-every WedKnits. All in your size. Lobo Men's Shop,
nesday, 10:30 a.m. 107-C Cornell SE.
Therefore, the vote could not
2120 Central SE. 243-6964.
9/24
be
taken as an accurate. .measure
67 VW SEDAN-New Engine-Body J:ough
DLANK DATE BOOK? Meet thnt interof Nationalist Chinese strength in
CHEAP-Call 877·6281 9/23
esting l!omcene through Arl'{lngements
Unlimited, 107 Girard SE or call 261i·
the final test with the Communist
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
8879. 9/29
Singer Sewing Mnchines. These maregime.
That will come in the
chines have never been used and are
2) LOST & FOUND
debate and vote on the rival
equipped W/1:fg.zag, make buttorlholes,
etc. Will be sold for $49 each, cash or
FOUND: BLACK PUPPY DOG with
resolutions submitted by the
terms. United Freight Sales. 3920 San
leash across from UNM. Contact Decca
United States and Albania.
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9. tfn
307 Cornell, Apt. 4. 9/30
Role Call
70 KAWASAKI 35D-6,000 miles-$600.00.
FOUND: Silver and turquoise ring, on
Call 265-3880 1>r 877-liZBl, 9/23
Of the big powers, Britain
FridnY Sept. 17. lf YoU think Ita yours
cnU Jill. Ph. 242-39GG. 9/29
received 118 votes, France 116,
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. These unitS have AM-F'M stereo
BILLFOLD STOLEN !rom Scholes 206
the Soviet Union 115, and the
receivers w/8 track player. Also come
TJ1ursdny, Sept. 16. Keep money; please
United States 114 in the vice
complete w/separate deluxe Garrard
return billfold, contents Important to
changer & four speaker system. $109.95
me. D. Bell, 298·2698, 277·G74l. 9/24
presidential voting,
cnsh or tcr:ms. United Freight Snles. 3920
The Japanese decision,
Snn Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. tfn.
3) SERVICES
announced in Tokyo Wednesday,
6) EMPLOYMENT
OR'l'HODOX BAH A 'I FffiESEEDS,
Thurstlny nights 7 :30, 521 Spruce SE,
to co-sponsor the U.S. resolutions
WANTED-FEMALE '1'0 DO ALTERA·
Apt. 1}15, For information or transporprovided much-needed impetus
'l'IONS in shop. Nothing 1:enl hard. nut
tation caJI 242-4839, or write P.O, Box
you sew neatly nnd quickly, Hours nnd
737, Albu,, 87103, 9/23
for the U.S. drive.
wagi!S depend on you. Pampered Maiden.
Bush said Japan's decision
TIRED 01•' DOING YOUR OWN mo:N:
2937 Monte Viatn NE, !l/30
lNG? Call 260-16~4. Reasonable rntm.
COLLEGE -GIRLS, need.~e-xt-r.a_m_an-ey-1 destroyed 1the myth that
9/28
Part-time cocktail waitress needed.
Washington's ' Two·China" plan
TYPING. Term Pnpt!ra, etc. SOc per typed
Good pny nnd good tips. Must be 21
was an "unwinnable proposition".
page, Phon 21'i8·4434. 9/23
and nttrac::tiv(!. Cull 265-G41i4 between 4
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE. Intl.!nslvc indlvidu!lll:z<!ll instruction in !undnmentnls,
or tnilored to your present level of
acltlcvcment, by serious protcsslonnl.
Heavy pructfrc In excellent dnrkroom.
Lectures, di!lcussions, argUments, field
trips, crlthtues, Limited to elR'ht very
serious persons. Very near UNM. Call
266·2444. 9/24

4)

FORRENT

TWO GENTLNMEN STUDENTS share
room with kltehl!ll ttrivelcges. Eveningg

2GG·05!1G. !1/28

FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE lovely 2bdrm mobile home. Washer, dryer, dish•
washer, air·cond. $60.00. 344-9495.

5)

Geology Club

Ballots

There will be an organizational
Single copies of the voting
meeting of the Geological Society machine sampl'e ballot for the
for UNM Thursday, Sept. 23, in Oct. 5 municipal election are now
room 116 at 7:30p.m. All majors available at the first floor
and minors in geology are asked information desk of City Hall.
to come.
Voting will be on eight general
obligation bonds for city
improvements, two four·year
Sel'vicemen
A meeting
be held 5 p.m. terms on the City Commission,
Thursday, Sept. 23, at 4710 Crest one unexpired Commission term
S.E. for· active- duty Gl's and and one four·yeaJ: term as
airmen in Albuquerque who are municipal judge.
School for election officials will
interested in starting a Gl
underground newspaper. For be held at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 30 in
information call David Levine at the· Civic, Audi~q.dum and a
question ·l,ind iln~Wef period for all
266·5028.
election workers· and poll officials
will
'::roiiow 't'&e review of
Legal Coun&el
~. ·:,. ~
Do you need the advice or help instructions,· ·
of a lawyer? The Clinical Law
Scuba D'iying
Program of the UNM School of
.t~$st:ms in scuba diving will
Law, has now been authorized by be}i'!i' Sept. 23 ~at the Valle.y
the New Mexico Supreme Court l\J!t1nic.ipal Pool, ll)OQ;· Candelaria
to provide l~gal counsel for N .W. Classes will be held on
qualified students and employes Tuesday'·and Thutsdays for about
of the University, Call or visit the eight weeks. A fee will be required
Clinical Law Program Office on for use of the pool and
campus at 1117 Stanford N.E. or equipment. Call Johnny. at the
phone 277·2913. This legal Valley Pool, for details, 842-7835.
counsel is free of charge, but there
is a nominal registration fee.
Ghetto Youth Singers

wm

.
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Stringfellow Speaks
Lawyer William Stringfellow
will speak at the anthropology
lecture hall Sept. 23 at 8 p.m.
Stringfellow is the third in this
year's Student Speakers
Committee series. Admission is
$1. 50 for adults and $1 for
children. UNM and U. of A.
students, faculty and staff are
admitted free. Stringfellow will
speak on "The State and the
Reality of Conscience."

Stickers

The Ghetto Youth Shlgers of
0 k 1a . -, r e t u r n t o
Albuquerque at 7 :30 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 23, for a concert
in the Union ballroom.
Sponsored here by the
Afro-American Studies Center,
the concert will cost $2 for
advance tickets and '$2.25 at the
door. Tickets are available at the
Afro-American Studies Center,
1812 Las Lomas N.E.
T u 1s a ,

(@uartrr.a

Non-resident student parking
stickers are now available at the
Campus Police Station.

Package Liquor

City Commission

SCHLITZ

The coalition New Mexico:
2001 will make its candidates
available to meet with students
Sept, 23 at 7 p,m. in a special
meeting at 3701 Carlisle N.E.
(Corner of Comanche and
Carlisle). All UNM students are
invited.

3.84 case

.96 6-pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE

STEREO COMPONENTS
M-W-F Until 9 pm

7611 MENAUL NE

At Prices You Can Afford

296-6978

1J;:C~lli~9~ll:Tl

pm and 6 pm. 9/27
CO:LLEGE STUDENT: Prepare now for
the I.Jualness world. Choose ;Your own
houm. Sell established Products to home
and industry, Cnll 266•2200. 9/27
WANTED: Mnlc to work with inMr-city
children. Hours 3-5 p.m. weekdays. Education reerentlon mnjol'i! preferred. Can
YMCA 243·6631 from 3-6 p.m. and ask
for Pt:!te. 9/21l
7)

ICAMPUs BRxEFs I

MISCELLANEOUS

GIRLs-LET US DtJY YOUR CONTEMPORARY FASHION CLOTHES thnt
just hang in your closet. I<'UNBRELLA,
1003 San Mateo SE. 266-4920.

September 23, 1971
Power Cells; Union, room 231-A;
noon-1 p.m.
Film Makers of UNM: "The
Changing American Dream;" Union
Theater: 6 and 8 p.m.
Wagou . wheels Square Dance lauo;
Johnson Gym, room 184~ 8·9:15 p.m.
Circle K; Union, room 231-A: 8·10

p.m.

FORSALE

64. WESTCOASTER MAIL TRUCKi re-

painted, Interior re-done--dHEAP-266•
0691 after 5:30. 9/80
1962 FORD Falrlane, Good Mechanical
Conditlan, $125. 265-1474. 9/28
RABBITS: They make Jo\'able alfeetionate
pets and arc easy to care for. Call 265·
0987 or come evennga by '1112 Columbia.
SE. 9/80
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30•$60, 441
Wyoming NE. 255•5987. 12/20
IBM SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER with
l'tialhte11ance Agreement. $300. Excellent
Condition 265·4205. 9/27
1962 FORD FAlRLANE, Good Meehan•
leal Condltfon. $126. 256-1474. 9/27
NEED BREAD-19'11 CB350 ltonda-3
months old-$'70{}-cash, 1960 VW Bug
-Super Clean-$326.00 cash. Rick 247·
9217.
IjEAt>S, BEADS1 BEADS I Hundred !rl
different kind!! and colon of beads.
Beads for macrame at The Bend Sbntnan.
40lll San Felipe NW. Old Town. 11-7
daily. 9/27
USEI) SUEDE AND LEATIIER JACK·
ETS. $2.50 to 15.00 each while they
11\!lt. At The Bend Shaman. 4018 San
F~llpe NW, Old Town 11-7 dallY. 9/27
1968 HARLEY-DAVIDSON SPRINT SS.
Rebuilt engine, Just tuned. Excellent
condition. $290, 2G6•1l61i. 9/28.
1971 HONDA 90, Bmnd new. 350 miles,
Fulmer helmets, 266·16'18. 9/24
BEAUTIFUL PURE·DREil~ SIAMESE
KITTENS $10 enc::h; 266·6052: 243·482G.
9/25.
DATsUN 2000: One o£ 600 produced tor
Cll\.!!8 C competition. 277-6608. 9/25
LONG SLEEVE KNIT SHIRTS In solids
nn1l Pntt~>rns. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 9/30
LIMTHER DEI.LDO'rTOMS AND .TACKE'l'S by Lcv.l's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. D/30
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & RECORDS. Brothers Music, 1831 Central
NW. 242·374G. fl/28
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, CLASSIFIED
A DVERTKSING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same od runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sole

2. lost & found

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENClOSED$_ _ ___

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NEW MEXlCO LOBO

